
From the Corner – Holi-days!? 
Going to the market is not one of my favorite things. As a kid it was a treat. The 
neighborhood store had creaky wood floors and shelves at a level you could 
reach for yourself. The store was quiet except maybe for a small transistor radio 
with music or the ball game, or the cash register numbers popping up and down 
with an actual bell for the total.  
 

The other day I went to the marketplace in Newport to “get’er done,” wearing my 
mask (because COVID / Flu are yet among us) and searching for a spice I 
couldn’t spell or pronounce. There were lots of people scurrying through the 
newly reconfigured aisles, yet again. Where are my potato chips?  
 

It's that time of the year when we’re all shopping for a perfect holiday. Speaking 
of holiday, like a detective I scanned for the shortest line so I could get on my 
way. I found myself in Dot’s checkout lane. I unloaded my items, and said in the 
best jovial voice looking at her name tag, “Hey Dot, how are you?” She mumbled 
a few things I couldn’t hear. I responded, “I’m sorry I didn’t hear you.” She was 
strongly irritated because her co-worker at the adjacent register kept saying, 
Happy Holidays instead of Merry Christmas. I smiled and thought to myself, 
don’t go there. When she handed me the receipt, I said, “Dot, do you realize that 
the word Holidays is a derivative for Holy Days. So, your co-worker is 
expressing happiness for the Holy Days we are all buying this food for. She 
smiled mockingly, and as I left Dot, I said, Seasons Greetings!  (Just kidding.)  
 

Remember that Happy Holidays, like Merry Christmas and other such 
expressions is wishing HAPPINESS to those celebrating. No matter how we 
express it, let’s make the holy days a good thing for all of us. 
 

Journey well! 
Pastor Keith  
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